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A BSTRACT
Visualizing static networks is already difficult, but exploring dynamic networks is even more challenging due to the complexity of
the tasks involved; one visual encoding will hardly fit all tasks effectively, hence multiple complementary views are needed. We introduce the Matrix Cube, a visualization and navigation model for
dynamic networks that results from stacking adjacency matrices,
one for each time step in the network. It builds on our familiarity
with cubes in the physical world and offers intuitive ways to look
at, manipulate and decompose them. We describe a set of operations to decompose the Matrix Cube and interact with the resulting
views.
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1 I NTRODUCTION
Dynamic networks are networks whose topology and attributes
change over time: vertices enter and leave the network, edges get
added and removed, and values associated with vertices and edges
vary with time. Such changes can be observed at a low level of
abstraction, looking at individual elements, or at a higher level, observing how clusters emerge and disaggregate over time.
Currently, exploring dynamic networks requires complex interfaces that rely on multiple visual representations such as node-link
diagrams, timelines, animations [8, 1], and small multiples [3, 7]
coordinated using brushing and linking. Small multiples can provide an overview of the network over time but are often too small
for detailed analysis. Animations require users to navigate along
time and mentally relate elements across steps. Other techniques
used the third spatial dimension as a time axis so as to show both
topological and temporal information simultaneously [6, 4]. However, this approach suffers from the usual pitfalls of 3D visualization: complex virtual navigation, and issues of visual occlusion that
make the representation illegible when networks become dense.
The Matrix Cube is designed to replace these multiple representations with a unified visual and mental representation upon which
we build a simple yet powerful interface for exploring complex and
dense temporal networks. It consists of a space time cube that represents dynamic networks by stacking adjacency matrices, one for
each time step of the network. Visualization and interaction with
the cube builds on our familiarity with basic geometric objects in
the physical world and offers intuitive ways to look at, manipulate and decompose it. Rather than directly visualizing the threedimensional , our interface derives meaningful and readable twodimensional views by employing simple operations that could be
performed on a tangible cube: rotation, projection, slicing, pruning.
We rely on this tangible metaphor to help users construct a mental
map of the dynamic network. The supports all of the conceptual
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Figure 1: Matrix Cube showing a co-authorship network. (a) 3D view,
(b) rotation and projection on the Nodes × Nodes plane (authors).

views commonly encountered in dynamic network visualization,
such as small multiples, aggregated images and time-multiplexing.
We further provide novel, richer views that are helpful for exploration yet easy to relate to the cube.
2 M ATRIX C UBE
Matrices have been shown to outperform node-link diagrams for
many tasks on dense networks [9]. Our work investigates the possible benefits of using matrices for visualizing dynamic networks.
Each matrix represents a time slice that corresponds to the network’s configuration in one time step. cube shows a co-authorship
network: two of the cube’s dimensions correspond to authors; the
third dimension corresponds to time (years in this particular case).
Each cell inside the cube represents a collaboration between two authors on a paper during the corresponding year. The larger the cell,
the more papers the two authors have collaborated on during that
year. Cell color depends on the cell’s position along the time axis,
providing a redundant encoding of this information that helps users
orientate themselves when rotating and decomposing the cube: blue
cells correspond to early time steps, orange cells to later ones.
The Matrix Cube represents the central visual metaphor and
serves as a pivot when switching between any two of the possible
views. Its 3D representation provides an overview of the dataset, allowing users to estimate the number of nodes and time steps, edges,
distribution of edges and their density. It enables them to visually identify topological and temporal clusters, as well as possible
outliers. However, this type of 3D view has numerous drawbacks,
some of which were mentioned earlier: visual occlusion, tedious
virtual navigation, and distorted sizes due to perspective projection.
Our interface lets users derive more readable and meaningful twodimensional views from the cube by interacting with it, letting them
switch between views whenever tasks require a different perspective on the data. Animations are played between any two views
to show the corresponding transformations performed on the cube,
helping users keep oriented within the representation and understand the relationships between the views.
3 V IEW D ESIGN S PACE
Various views can be derived from the matrix cube by applying a
combination of operations to it: rotation, projection, slicing, filter-

(a) Original Time ×
Nodes projection
Figure 2: Small multiples of vertex slices using value cell encoding. Cells are colored using value encoding to highlight differences
in weight across slices.

ing, layout and flip-through.
3D and Rotation — The 3D view can be rotated, panned and
zoomed freely. When hovering cells, the corresponding labels for
nodes and time get highlighted to make their identification easier.
Projection — front shows the cube, rotated and projected so
that it shows the adjacency matrix with all time slices superimposed
using alpha blending. Cells inside the cube become translucent,
and provide a summary of the connections between any two nodes
over time. Topological clusters emerge from reordering rows and
columns. Thanks to color encoding, clusters and connections can
be roughly situated in time. When rotating the cube 90 degrees
around its vertical axis, a projection as shown in side is obtained.
Rows still show nodes, but columns represent time, one column
per time step. Cells in this view summarize all connections of a
node over time steps. This view makes it easier to track the overall
evolution of each node’s degree, and to identify time steps (years in
our example) that feature the denser or sparser networks.
Layout as small multiples — A common technique to show
spatio-temporal data is to use small multiples, one per time step.
Since time in the matrix cube is discrete, decomposition is straightforward. The cube gets sliced into adjacency matrices, one for each
time step. The matrices are juxtaposed, allowing for pairwise comparison and individual analysis. vertex-sm shows node-slices (as
opposed to time-slices) as small multiples for our earlier example.
Cell color is now mapped to cell size to allow for better cross-slice
comparison. Each node-slice shows the dynamic ego-network for
each node, enabling the comparison of individual connection patterns across nodes of the network.
Focus+Context — Small multiple representations do not scale
to large networks or networks with many time steps. By projecting
the cube on either side, users can thence rotate individual time slices
(in a node × node projection) or node slices (in a time × node) projection. Rotating a slice can be compared to rotating a single book
on a book shelf; after rotation, the slice can be observed individually while context of the current view is preserved. f+c shows the
rotation of a time slice from the view in side.
Slide Show — Yet another way to explore individual slices is to
present them one at a time, such as in a flip-book or a slide show.
From the 3D view, users can select any single node slice or time
slice, consequently hiding all other slices. They can then rotate the
cube to obtain a projection that shows only the selected slice. Pressing the up and down arrow keys switches to the next or previous
slice, allowing for the direct comparison of two adjacent slices.
4 D ISCUSSION
We believe that matrix cubes provide an interesting alternative to
node-link diagrams for the visualization of dynamic networks, es-

(b) Time × Nodes projection + slice rotation

Figure 3: Focus and context view of a time slice. (a) Time × Nodes
projection, (b) after rotating time slice for 2009.

pecially for dense networks. Decomposing the cube and obtaining
matrices allows for occlusion free legibility. Another strength of
the approach is that it relies on an easy-to-understand, yet powerful
unified metaphor based on the manipulation of cubes.
A crucial feature of our matrix cubes are the interactive navigation and decomposition techniques. The original 3D representation
should mainly be seen as a pivot rather than an actual view (beyond
providing an overview of the dataset). We currently use simple
commands to switch between views. The design space of views
that can be derived from the cube is quite rich, actually, and one
of the next steps is to investigate which input modalities, such as
touch, can enable users to more efficiently manipulate matrix cubes
and switch between views on them. Further we investigate alternatives to translucent cells in the projected views to visually represent quantitative information about edges using novel encodings
for temporal glyphs [10, 5, 2].
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